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Abstract. The multilayer methodology involves several concepts for serious
game design; it can increase the collaboration between several actors of design,
obtaining a more efficient serious game. Although it requires a specific environment to provide an effective assistance and visibility during the development
of serious games, it improves on the combination of learning and entertainment
fields. In this paper, we present the multilayer methodology and how can actors
collaborate to provide an effective design, then, we study the implementation of
the methodology on an online platform. This methodology can make the design
process more structured and improve the collaboration purpose. Finally, we
propose a new environment of serious game design.
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1 Introduction
Serious games provide an effective tool to engage participants on active learning process, they increase the learner attention and make learning more efficient compared to
traditional methods [1]. Nowadays, serious game industry becomes more popular and
improves their application in several fields such as health, military, economy, and
management. In these issues, recently a big effort has been undertaken to find a coherent model that combines experts of these fields and game designers for the design of
serious games enhanced learning solutions[2].
Multilayer methodology highlighted a new approach to support the collaborative design on serious games, and engage the domain experts, designers and players to design
and evaluate game prototypes [3]. However, their application requires a practical
environment to facilitate the communication between actors and storing the design

data of the several prototypes achieved. In this perspective, the current study proposes
an online platform dedicated to multilayer methodology to provide a more efficient
serious game. In this paper, we present the multilayer methodology and how can
actors collaborate to provide an effective design, then, we study the implementation of
the methodology on an online platform, this methodology can make the design process
more structured and improve the collaboration purpose. Finally, we propose the new
environment of serious game design.

2 Multilayer methodology
Multi-layer methodology (see-Fig.1) provides an evaluation support to design serious
games, it focus on a collaborative framework to engage concerned experts, designers
and players to promote reflection and efficiency analysis of serious games design [3].
They follow the reflection on design, play, and experience concepts [4] to analyze a
serious game; the actor comes up with the goals for the resulting experience to guide
the design, defining the context that arises when the player uses the game, and specifying mechanics to measure the effectiveness of the design once implemented. The assessment and debriefing layers provides an effective visibility and assistance for the
expert actor during the achievement of the serious game. He can proceed in a more
formative and summary way to make serious game genuinely beneficial.

Fig. 1. Multilayer Framework
The multilayer methodology proposes a practical guideline (see Fig.5) adapted to
each reflection state (design, play, and experience) and design layer (learning, story,
gameplay, experimentation, debriefing and assessment). It involves the approach of a
design on layers to bring together the separated stages and steps of design and analysis
with the purpose to simplify the evaluation issue. It starts by defining the objectives

and pedagogical content of learning, follows by analyzing the integration of pedagogy
through an entertainment story, by describing player interactions and scoring rules on
the gameplay, and by inspecting the engagement of game object in the experimentation. Then the debriefing layer collects the player results and feedback. Finally, the
assessment layer evaluates each layer result and provides the required evolutions, it
focus on several criteria such as learning content, play rules, motivation, feedback,
and game integration.
The purpose of the evaluation is to reveal the quality, efficacy, efficiency, adaptability and utility of the serious game design. To accomplish this purpose, the evaluation has to be executed carefully and rigorously.
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3 Multilayer platform
The multilayer platform provides a specific tool to serious game design; it focuses on
multilayer methodology to support the collaboration between designers, domain experts, and players. In this perspective, our platform proposes an environment of assistance structured on layers. Fig. 3 provides the database schema implemented to
achieve the multilayer platform.
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Learning overview provides the domain-specific knowledge and learning outcomes
achieved through the serious game. Following the multilayer platform, the expert
selects on the experience box the learner targets and the learning outcomes, and then
he focuses on play box to specify pedagogical concepts and tasks involved to achieve
the final goals, finally the design box highlights the learner preferences and the learning conditions to support the learning process on serious game.
Story interface helps the designer to define the correlation between the pedagogy and
game play, the serious game scenario combines pedagogy and entertainment that attracts the learner attention to play more, and learn while he plays. The designer defines on the platform the player story experience, then he presents on the play box the
global scenario view specifying the flow chart, which relates events, missions, and
story environment, finally the design box provides the specification of designer story
that produces the game scenario.
The gameplay form provides the game and scoring roles that support the flow experience of the player. In this layer, the designer stresses in “experience” the final player
emotions experienced, then he defines on “play” box the game behavior, control components, and the play levels. Finally, the “design” highlights the interaction and scoring rules, choices and challenges.
The experimentation provides technical specifications of user interface represented on
the game. In this layer, the designer interacts on the multi-layer platform to define
player engagement on the “experience” box, and then, he specifies the interactive
tools on the “play” box, finally the “design” box provides the game objects, modeling
view, and the player log.
The debriefing on multilayer platform refers to the real evaluation of the game product
on learning room, the players interacting with the serious game and the teacher collecting the scores and player feedback. Our platform provides a debriefing form to fill
the real feedback of player and tutor.
Our platform involves an evaluation form related to the multilayer framework and
helps the expert to provide feedback on the serious game. It provides an adapted evaluation for each layer of design: (1) learning, (2) story, (3) gameplay and (4) experimentation. The purpose of this proposal is to assess the mechanism quality, efficacy,
efficiency, adaptability and utility.

4 User interface
The user interface provides an online tool to interact with the multilayer methodology
and make a collaboration design for serious game. Fig. 4 and Fig .5 highlight an overview of the multilayer platform.

Fig. 4. Learning layer

Fig. 5. Learning assessment.

5 Conclusion
The multilayer platform provides a powerful tool to support collaborative design
through serious games; it focuses on multilayer methodology to engage several actors
of design on the platform. In the future, we expect to highlight an expert system to
assist designers and experts to provide a good analysis and evaluation for their serious
game design
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